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Abstract

The text moves in the historical context of decolonization, post-colonialism, globalization and ‘developing countries’. In this context, the two terms ‘development’ and ‘democracy’ are used all over, in everyday language as well as in public and theoretical discourse, not least in relation to Africa. What different meanings do these terms convey? The various concepts referred to by them are often seen as linked to each other. How may such linkages be conceived? These are questions raised in this article. Conceivable answers are presented and analyzed. Emphasis is on concepts existing today and their actual use in grasping or even shaping current realities. The level of the analysis is abstract. But its empirical foundations are very concretely close to the ground, shaped since the 1960s through long periods of fieldwork in Tunisia, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique. Concrete references, thus, are primarily to links between politics and people’s efforts in post-colonial Africa to achieve ‘development’, while theoretical inferences are global. The overall answer emerging from the text is that development, including sustainable development, meeting legitimate majority needs and aspirations is more likely to take place under conditions of substantial democracy than under other forms of rule. The equalization of political power through democratic self-empowerment is crucial. Democracy and development are indeed related to each other – but not just any democracy and not just any development, nor all of the time.

Résumé

Le texte se situe dans le contexte historique de la décolonisation, du post-colonialisme, de la mondialisation et des « pays en voie de développement ». Dans ce contexte, les deux termes « développement » et « démocratie » sont utilisés partout, aussi bien dans le langage courant que dans le discours public
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et théorique, pas moins en ce qui concerne l’Afrique. Quelles différences de signification trouvons-nous ? Les différents concepts auxquels ils renvoient sont souvent perçus comme étant liés entre eux. Quelle perception peut-on avoir de cette corrélation? Ce sont autant de questions abordées dans le présent article. Des réponses imaginables y sont présentées et analysées. L’accent est mis sur les concepts existant aujourd’hui et leur utilisation réelle dans la compréhension et même le façonnement des réalités actuelles. L’analyse est effectuée à un niveau abstrait. Cependant, les fondements empiriques sont très terre à terre, établis depuis les années 1960 à travers de longues périodes de travail de terrain en Tunisie, Guinée-Bissau et Mozambique. Les références concrètes sont donc principalement en rapport avec les liens entre les politiques et les efforts des populations dans l’Afrique postcoloniale pour atteindre le « développement », au moment où les inférences théoriques sont d’ordre mondial. La réponse globale issue de cet article est que le développement, y compris le développement durable, répondant aux besoins et aux aspirations légitimes de la majorité est plus vraisemblable dans un contexte de démocratie substantielle que sous d’autres formes de pouvoir. La répartition du pouvoir politique à travers l’auto-responsabilisation démocratique est essentielle. La démocratie et le développement sont en effet liés l’un à l’autre – mais pas la démocratie quelconque et pas le développement quelconque, ni tout le temps.

Introduction

In the historical context of decolonization, post-colonialism, globalization and ‘developing countries’, the two terms ‘development’ and ‘democracy’ are used all over, in everyday language as well as in public and theoretical discourse, not least in relation to Africa. What are we actually talking about when using those words? What meanings do they convey? What notions or concepts are being referred to? The concepts are often seen as linked to each other. How may the linkages, if any, between ‘development’ and ‘democracy’ be conceived? These are questions raised in this article.

Although the tasks of conceptual and historical analysis are intertwined, our emphasis will be on concepts existing today and their actual use in grasping or even shaping current realities, rather than on tracing the inclusion or substitution of new meanings over time. This article is not a comparative review of selected opinions on the concepts, as held by various authors. Rather it is an effort to suggest a theoretical mode of interpreting the two concepts and their interlinkages.

The focus of the analysis is thus purposely theoretical, in a very basic sense, although on the lookout for practical implications. Its concrete and empirical foundations, however, are in this case mostly African, shaped
since the 1960s through my research, including long periods of fieldwork close to the ground in Tunisia, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique. Concrete references, thus, are primarily to links between politics and people's efforts in post-colonial Africa to achieve ‘development’. Comparable contexts of other places and historical experiences are held in mind. Theoretical inferences are meant to be global.

My first question is about ‘development’. What key meanings can be discerned in present-day theoretical and politico-ideological discourse on that concept? In a straightforward manner, issues of power and politics turn out to be crucial to development for the meeting of societal needs and aspirations. This leads on to issues of representation and participation, and hence to the concepts of ‘democracy’ and ‘democratization’. My second question is therefore about their key meanings. The democracy concept is more specific than the development one, and this is reflected in more specific references in the democracy section of the text. Finally the relationship between ‘development’ and ‘democracy’ is investigated more closely.

As a political scientist with an analytical point of departure in politics and power, I put democracy first in the title. As a social scientist in the broader sense, I begin my actual analysis with the issue of development. As regards democracy and development seen together, the answer emerging from the text is that the two are indeed related to each other – but not just any democracy and not just any development, and not all of the time. The equalization of power through democratic self-empowerment turns out to be crucial.

Development

‘Development’ – like ‘democracy’ – is a contested concept. It takes on different meanings for different users. Frequently those meanings remain hidden or implicit in public discourse. Still, most of us would agree that development is about some kind of change. Thus, it is assumed in the following that we are referring to a process rather than a fixed state or ‘level’.3

We are dealing primarily with the ‘development’ of ‘developing countries’. The historical context is that of decolonization and post-colonialism, which proceeded from roughly 1945. It is marked by an increasingly ‘globalizing’ world of supposedly sovereign states preoccupied with the ‘development’ of their countries and supported in this effort by the United Nations.4

The specific development discourse emerged historically through efforts to grasp that context and its complex theoretical, empirical and politico-ideological issues. It is concerned with meeting very basic needs born of mass poverty and oppression as well as further societal aspirations.
In attempting to map and structure that discourse, my method is to boil it down to two key dimensions (and combinations of these), as brought together in Table 1. Those dimensions and their combinations are the direct subjects of my analysis.

The first dimension is about distinguishing between non-normative (neutral) conceptualizations of development and normative ones. Is development just about any kind of change? Or is it about changes that we prefer and prioritize: ‘good’ changes, as opposed to less ‘good’ or ‘bad’ ones, judged on the basis of interests or treasured values? This emerges as the horizontal dimension of the table.

The second dimension is the vertical one. It concerns the theoretical substance of the concept, its validity. What ‘is’ development? What are we actually striving to grasp with the concept? In my interpretation of the discourse, the most crucial distinction on this account is between a linear conceptualization of historical development and a structural one. Are we looking basically for measurable linear change/growth in the indicators selected? Or are we looking basically for change in the relationships between groups, classes, regions and their access to existing resources and potentials in society when striving to satisfy their needs and aspirations? The latter comes out as a specific type of structural change.

While measurability is essential to the empirical operationalization of both types of change/development, the linear growth concept tends strongly to emphasize measurability, sometimes to the extent of confusing reliable measurement with theoretical validity. The most common manifestation of the linear concept is a statistical index of growth, most often economic. In the case of structural change, on the other hand, the conceptual emphasis is manifestly on relationships, which can in principle also be measured, for instance, in terms of increasing or decreasing gaps in society.

Table 1: Two dimensions of development and their combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-normative</th>
<th>Normative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear growth</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural change</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As far as the horizontal, non-normative versus normative dimension of the table is concerned, it can be stated, in the context of ‘development’, that its actual manifestations are predominantly normative. Nearly all who enter the modern ‘development’ discourse have some more or less specific types of change in mind. Furthermore, and more significantly, almost all have desirable or desired change in mind – a movement or transformation from worse to better – in short, improvement. Thus the concept of ‘development’ of ‘developing countries’ stands out as overwhelmingly normative (fields 2 and 4).

The non-normative positions of the table (fields 1 and 3) represent a philosophically interesting ideal type. Thinkers and practitioners who enter the development discourse while claiming to be analytically neutral or ‘objective’ in regard to values, in practice tend strongly to end up on the normative side. This goes for representatives of mainstream economics, who tend to equate economic growth with development, as well as for such representatives of classical Marxism, who claim objectivity for notions of law-bound societal progress.

For the remainder of this article, therefore, I will largely ignore the ‘non-normative’ fields of Table 1, and concentrate my attention on the normative fields 2 and 4.

The vertical linear versus structural dimension in its normative version captures by far the major part of existing and theoretically applied notions of ‘development’. It groups them according to the crucial distinction between viewing desired development either in terms of measurable linear growth of the selected indicators, or in terms of bridging existing structural gaps or contradictions between needs and aspirations in society and possibilities to meet them. In the latter view, the larger the gap between legitimate societal aspirations (on the one side) and possibilities (on the other), the more ‘under’ or below its potential is the current level of satisfaction of needs and aspirations. The greater, consequently, is the contradiction to be transcended by development in the structural sense.

Looking more closely at field 2 of Table 1, it should be noted that some statistical indicators of development measured as linear growth are more subtle than others. Equating – more or less explicitly – development with straight GNP (Gross National Product) growth still happens frequently in popularized discourse. But there are also descriptive measures of growth that are complex and subtle, while still linear. The best known is the aggregate measure of ‘human development’, which, according to the Human Development Index (HDI), comprises not only rising incomes (based on economic growth), but also longer lives, higher levels of literacy.
and more education. Using this measure, ‘development’ is operationalized as the process whereby a country’s HDI value is improved.

Both GNP and HDI are statistically descriptive measures of linear growth. But in regard to broadly viewed human development, the latter has clearly more validity than the former. Both measures appear most often in normative contexts, the former usually less openly than the latter, in the sense that the ‘goodness’ of high GNP tends to be taken for granted without much further comment in mainstream development economics. ‘Human development’, on the other hand, is usually offered as an explicit value premise. Regardless of whether development is measured by GNP growth or by rising values along the ‘human development’ scale, we still apply an operationalization of development in terms of growth in certain selected measurable indicators – a descriptive operationalization of desired linear change (field 2). This can be quite useful for some purposes – not least to estimate the size of gap between aspirations and possibilities in structurally defined underdevelopment or development.

Let us move down the normative column of the table, from a linear measurable-growth definition to a structural one. In so doing, we end up with a normative-structural concept of development (field 4), linking needs/aspirations to possibilities/existing resources.

In this field of the table, development is conceptualized as a desirable process of structural change. Through that process, the gap is narrowed between generally recognized needs and aspirations for betterment, on the one hand, and existing and un- or underutilized possibilities of meeting them in non-destructive ways, on the other hand. The possibilities in question consist of material resources, as well as human knowledge and creativity, all of which are ‘unfolded’ through development.

As seen by now, the structural notion of development is framed here in terms of ‘needs and aspirations’ viewed together, conceptually combined, while facing possibilities. Aspirations are expressions of experienced needs and preferences. New needs and consequent aspirations will emerge, once the most basic or elementary ones have been met. Such further needs and aspirations will be bound to vary between classes and groups in society. Political struggle, open or hidden, will determine which ones are to become legitimate for given societies. In his earlier work, Amartya Sen offers a significant example of what I call the normative-structural view of development, through his entitlement approach. Entitlement implies legitimate access, in a given (type of) society, to given resources. In Poverty and Famines (1981), Sen focuses specifically on ‘the ability of people to command food’ in order to overcome starvation.
and famine (pp. 45ff.). This can be extended to relate more generally to the entitlements required for people to overcome poverty (see Rudebeck 1998, 2002), including entitlements to participate in decision-making on issues of common concern. This kind of argument opens up an analytical link between development and issues of power, politics and democracy.9

At the level of sheer survival, the normative-structural view of development can be grasped as the contradiction between hungry or starving human beings – clearly a basic need – and unused agricultural land or unused supplies of food – a clear possibility to meet that need. An even more elementary example may be rainwater just trickling away without watering the dried-out earth, leaving it barren. ‘Development’, in that case, would mean harnessing the water for sustainable use.

‘Sustainable’ Development

The qualifying adjective ‘sustainable’ in the example of rainwater was not inserted by chance. Just letting the water trickle away without watering the fields would have little to do with development in the normative-structural sense as outlined here. But watering the fields just for any purpose may be just as questionable from a developmental point of view.

This brings us to the issue of *sustainable development*, which in recent decades has considerably deepened and extended the development discourse. The concept was famously popularized and defined by the Brundtland Commission in 1987 as ‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987: ch. 2, para. 1). True, this seemingly simple definition of sustainable development does beg innumerable questions about the character, levels and contents of those needs to be met, and how to agree on them and to avoid compromising them. But given its level of abstraction, the Brundtland definition still has the merit of thought-provoking directness. It has inspired various updated and modified versions, including the following one by Griggs et al. (2013:2): ‘Development that meets the needs of the present while safeguarding Earth’s life-support system on which the welfare of current and future generations depends.’

Shifting the focus to ‘sustainable development’ as a particular and highly desirable form of ‘development’ springs from the insight that some needs and aspirations – including basic and ‘human’ ones – can *in the short term* undoubtedly be met most efficiently by over-using or even depleting available resources. Such development would thus be unsustainable. But should it then be defined as ‘development’ at all? This is a key question in the context of the normative-structural type of definition.
The logical answer would seem to be that using finite resources for short-term gain and, at the same time, undermining future and long-term potentials, contradicts the notion of development as bridging the gap between legitimate needs and aspirations and un- or underutilized possibilities of meeting those needs in non-destructive ways. ‘Development’, according to the normative-structural view as outlined here, would then be sustainable by definition.

An alternative perception, however, might be to accept ‘unsustainable development’ as a serious concept, taking into account, first, the fact that unsustainability may sometimes be a prelude to sustainability; and, second, that development as such has to be a learning and even experimental process.

These observations on growth and sustainability serve to underscore yet again the significance of distinguishing between, on the one hand, development operationalized as growth of measurable entities dependent on the use of finite resources, and, on the other hand, development conceptualized as structural change or transformation linking possibilities to legitimate needs and aspirations. The former can hardly escape limits and thus cannot be conceived of as indefinitely sustainable. The latter, by contrast, does not necessarily depend on the utilization of material resources and can, in principle, therefore be potentially sustainable.

It should be added that the sustainability even of structural change is only a theoretical possibility. It depends strongly on what kinds of opportunities or potentials are linked to what kinds of needs and aspirations. Most probably it can be expected to materialize only by varying degrees or to some extent, rather than indefinitely or without limits.

**Common Needs and Aspirations**

The view of ‘development’, whether sustainable or not, as a process to meet commonly accepted and thereby legitimate needs and aspirations for societal betterment is obviously (as has already been emphasized) a normative view. It rests on a clear value premise. As already indicated, some needs and aspirations are seen by most as self-evidently basic and therefore unquestionably legitimate – air to breathe, water to drink, a daily meal, clothes for our bodies, a roof over our heads, perhaps also a minimum of human dignity and compassion, a future for our children. It is easy to accept the integrated human development measure (HDI) as a valid or meaningful statistical approximation of those most basic needs. Ranking high on the HDI index is easily justified as a legitimate goal for most people, and even for society as a whole. But the more numerous and the more complex the
needs and aspirations we have in mind, and the further beyond the most basic needs, the more difficult it becomes to prioritize between them – and also the more politically momentous. Thus we are faced with an obvious link between ‘development’ (whether sustainable or not) as a process to meet common needs and aspirations, and ‘democracy’ as ‘people’s rule’. Before examining the link as such, a closer look at the concepts of democracy and democratization is required.

The Twofold Meaning of Democracy and Democratization

There is a fundamental and persistent dilemma in democracy theory springing from the tension between, on the one hand, democracy conceptualized as a form of rule characterized by the constitutional institutionalization of universal suffrage, regular elections, basic civil rights and the rule of law and, on the other hand, democracy conceptualized as political equality in actual practice.

The first type of conceptualization – the one most often applied by modern political scientists – is often called minimalist, because it delimits democracy to its most essential institutional – constitutional, procedural – manifestations. The second type, however, is at least two-dimensional. My suggestion is that it be called substantialist.

Both conceptualizations of democracy are found in the literature, although the minimalist type is predominant in modern political science. Herbert Tingsten (1945) and Samuel Huntington (1991) are highly representative. David Held (1995) and Amartya Sen (most explicitly 1981) offer prominent examples of the more inclusive, substantialist type. Robert Dahl (1982, 1989) shows a creative relationship with both types of conceptualization.

Over time, my own striving has been to make the two-dimensional view of democracy and democratization historically and sociologically tangible (see Rudebeck 2002). The task may be accomplished by combining democratic constitutionalism (according to the minimalist political science definition of democracy) with a sociological notion of somewhat equally distributed citizen autonomy. The combination reaches into civil society. Thereby, democratic constitutionalism and generalized citizen autonomy are seen as distinct but linked dimensions of existing democracy and ongoing processes of democratization. The more of both in conjunction, the more substantial the democracy in question.

Autonomy, as used here, is a sociological ideal-type concept for self-governing capacity – individual or collective power of one’s own – either individually over matters of individual concern, or together over matters
of common concern. Without autonomy, no power of one’s own. Nor has power delegated downwards in a hierarchy much to do with autonomy.¹⁴

Just like the minimalist, the substantialist definition holds democracy to be about the institutionalization of political equality and basic freedoms. But it does not stop there. According to it, democracy can be meaningfully grasped and conceptualized only in the context of its own realization in actual practice. Questions such as the following are raised about practice and power:

- Does the political system work according to its own prescribed norms?
- Who is represented in what ways by the leadership?
- Do citizens have autonomy in the system?
- How is political power – including power over the use of developmental resources – distributed and exercised in actual practice?
- Are actual decision-makers held efficiently accountable by the citizens?

The kinds of qualities targeted with such questions are integral and not external to the substantialist type of conceptualization.

As far as actually existing democracy is concerned, historical and present experience all over the world indicates convincingly that both democratic constitutionalism and a measure of citizen autonomy in society as a whole, even beyond the constitutional political system narrowly defined, are required for democracy as a functioning form of rule to become legitimate and enduring. Table 2 sums up the argument.

Table 2: Two dimensions of democracy and their combinations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citizen autonomy</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic constitutionalism</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In field 4, both democratic constitutionalism and citizen autonomy are absent. The full extent of this combination is the ‘ideal type’ of zero democracy – in other words, strongly authoritarian or dictatorial rule. Historically, such rule has sometimes been quite durable. It has never been
interminable, though, and sometimes suddenly surprisingly vulnerable – as, for instance, in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union in the late 1980s, or more recently in Tunisia and Egypt in 2010–11.

As for field 2, combining democratic constitutionalism with little or no citizen autonomy, this is precisely what is found today in so many so-called ‘developing’ (or previously ‘third world’) countries. Here democratic institutions have been introduced or enforced partly from outside or above, or with popular support that has later been eroded by authoritarian leaders. Thus democratic constitutionalism has not been combined with any meaningful citizen entitlement to the fulfilment of basic needs, aspirations and rights. Countries in this category are usually, in actual practice, very far from being substantially democratic. Such ‘democracies’ are therefore likely to be or to become illegitimate. Several examples are found in Africa. Their democratic features will be non-sustainable unless strengthened.\(^{15}\)

The opposite combination is found in field 3. This represents situations where popular influence and control may be strong at the moment, but where the institutions required to handle common concerns are not in place and the rule of law is not respected. In such situations popular rule is often quickly undermined and followed by authoritarian or dictatorial rule. This happened historically in many former African colonies, where decolonization and juridical independence had been brought about through the struggles of popular movements, with or without the use of military means.

If significant elements of both dimensions of democracy are present (field 1), we are faced with more or less deep, broad, ‘substantial’ democracy. Ideally, this can be expected to be sustainable, durable and legitimate, not least by making it possible for citizens to assume responsibility for their own country’s development. This point on ‘substantial democracy’ was concisely made in an early formulation by Yusuf Bangura (1992).\(^{16}\) While democracy, he emphasized, is ‘an ideal to be cherished’, it also:

must make sense to the interests of the contending social groups. These interests do not have to be narrowly defined as economic; they can also be social and political. Linking democracy to the restructuring of the economy allows individuals and organizations to pose the question of democratic governance of public resources much more sharply (Bangura 1992:99–100).

It is important to acknowledge that forms of power and its exercise may well be legitimate in the eyes of citizens and subjects without necessarily being democratic. Kings, emperors and various charismatic leaders have, throughout history, managed to achieve at least temporary legitimacy by non-democratic means, not infrequently aided by religious appeals.\(^{17}\) But specifically democratic power in the substantialist sense can, by definition,
be fully justified only through democratic authority, ideally conceptualized as freely conceded by free citizens acting together in respect of each other’s equal rights. That requirement is unique to the ideal-type notion of substantial democracy.\textsuperscript{18}

**The Relationship Between Democracy and Development**

The normative-structural approach to development raises a series of crucial questions, all about power to influence the course of change in society. These questions range from purely empirical ones to theoretical, normative and political questions. Who has, in fact, in various given contexts – locally, nationally, globally – the power and the right to define and determine the legitimacy of developmental needs and aspirations beyond the most obvious? How does this distribution of political power and ideological influence affect the process of development? Who, in a politically normative or philosophical perspective, ought to have the power and the right we are talking about?

Let us return to our initial question of how the two concepts of democracy and development, and the realities they refer to, may be related to each other, and more specifically the possible role of democracy in development, including sustainable development.

The first point to be noted is that if statistically descriptive definitions in terms of measurable linear growth (as discussed above) are applied, then there is no necessary connection between democracy and development. Both past and present provide ample evidence that democracy and socio-economic development according to such indicators do not necessarily go hand in hand. One is possible without the other. Most empirical relationships found are historically and contextually specific. Some draw our attention to the role of economic development in facilitating democratization, as does the firmly recurring relationship indicating that democracy flourishes much more easily under conditions of economic prosperity than under conditions of poverty.\textsuperscript{19}

It is relevant to point out that capitalist development had advanced far in Great Britain, Scandinavia, the United States and other Western countries before democracy was introduced. Nor did the kind of industrialization and modernization that took place in the Soviet Union and its allied countries before the fall of the Berlin Wall result in democracy, so long as the regimes in question persisted. It is also true that in the 1930s, social and economic development took place under fascist and Nazi rule in Italy and Germany, respectively. Colonial exploitation on many occasions also involved economic development, however unequal.
Thus, various kinds of development that have occurred historically, including under colonial regimes, are not systematically related to the degree of democracy variously estimated. Measurable levels of economic development are doubtless influenced also by many other factors, not least historically specific factors.\(^{20}\)

If, on the other hand, development is seen as a process of structural change, whereby needs and aspirations are linked to possibilities, the significance of politics and the possibility of democracy in the substantialist sense stand out clearly. The normative-structural concept of development cannot be put into effect until the needs and aspirations to be satisfied have first been articulated. Is this done with or without the participation and consent of those concerned and affected? Do those concerned and affected have access to decisions about the use of available resources needed for development purposes? Can decision-makers be held accountable by those concerned and affected? If the answer is ‘yes’, then the chances are greater that their needs and aspirations will be considered.

Therefore, if development at the societal level is supposed to be about needs and aspirations shared by the majority of a people, or even by entire countries or peoples – then the chances that development actually takes place will be greater if those needs and aspirations are democratically articulated, and if decision-makers can be held accountable by those concerned and affected. Indisputably, democratic rule offers citizens greater opportunities than non-democratic rule.\(^{21}\)

Another four-field table (Table 3) may be helpful in clarifying these relationships and issues.

**Table 3:** Democracy and development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development</th>
<th>Democracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minimalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear growth</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structural change</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* no = no necessary relationship; yes = firm relationship.

The idea is to pinpoint schematically four possible ways of combining two types of democracy with two kinds of development. In three of the combinations, democracy and development may or may not be related to each other, depending on historical circumstances. Minimalist democracy...
may or may not correlate with development, defined either as linear growth or structurally, as discussed earlier. Substantial democracy may or may not correlate with development, defined as measurable linear growth. Empirical, context-specific examples pointing in either direction are easily found.

One of the combinations, however – found in the lower right-hand field of the table – stands out from the other three. It offers an ideal-type theoretical construct, representing a firm relationship between two specific concepts: namely, between on the one hand substantial democracy and on the other hand development as normative-structural change or transformation linking majority needs and aspirations to possibilities.

Substantial democracy opens up for concrete political recognition and legitimation of development as structural change. Its very definition includes citizen access both to the formulation of developmental needs, to decision-making on the use of available possibilities to meet those needs, and to the actual implementation of decisions made. It also includes efficient accountability of actual decision-makers.

**How about Sustainable Development?**

Does this way of reasoning hold also for the notion of sustainable development? How is it linked to democracy? What about substantial democracy? Can credibly representative and accountable democracy be expected to respect the limits to development set by nature herself? How can citizens of democracies (demos) be expected to collectively balance the satisfaction of short- and long-term needs and aspirations, their own and those of others, or local/national and global ones, including the requirement to safeguard ‘Earth’s life-support system’ (Griggs 2013:2)? Does this require imposed ‘expertise’, as argued by some, rather than democracy in order to deal effectively and justly with the greenhouse effect?

The sustainability dimension brings out the crucial question of what kinds of needs, aspirations and goals the ‘people’/citizens/demos are striving to satisfy through development. Even under substantial democracy, needs and aspirations may be articulated which, in order to be met, require unsustainable use of resources. Such an unsustainable development process will continue until halted either by political means or, in the extreme case, by ecological breakdown which undermines the life-supporting processes of nature.

Assuming, however, that accountable rather than non-accountable power is more likely to result in well-informed politics and policies, it may also be assumed that the chances of stopping unsustainable resource use will be greater under substantial democracy than under more authoritarian forms.
Moreover, if majority-aspirations-based development takes place due to democratization, the legitimacy and survival capacity of democracy is likely to be strengthened. If, on the other hand, the democratic form of rule turns out not to be substantial and does not even result in the satisfaction of basic needs and aspirations, then it will run a great risk of being undermined. For such weak forms of democracy I have proposed the designation ‘democracy without development’ (Rudebeck 2011).

**The Globalization Perspective**

The functioning of democracy, furthermore, is affected by the structure of the international system of states and the capitalist world market. Since the mid-1970s, this has been characterized by accelerating globalization, in turn affecting the preconditions for substantial democracy in concrete ways, from the most local to supra-state levels and scales.

In practice, under such conditions, many juridically sovereign states currently lack significant aspects of autonomy within the international system. Even if the internal structures of their societies were perfectly democratic, their leaders and citizens would still lack the power to decisively influence matters of decisive importance for the development of their countries. This happens because key decisions are made and key functions performed beyond their reach, in the ‘international community’.

Given this situation, what kinds of institutional arrangements can be imagined to promote democratic control and accountability at global levels? Can global democracy be at all realistically formulated? Would it be more realistic to envision global democratization as a possible (side-) effect of deepened democracy at state and regional levels? Although classical, such questions are today attracting renewed attention in scholarly discourses.23

The brief point to be made in the present context about the globalization perspective is that it underscores the linkage now brought out with the help of Table 3. Consideration of the unequal interdependence imposed by globalization makes the significance for development of democratized power and democratic politics stand out even more strongly. This thought was forcefully formulated in *Human Development Report 2002*, entitled ‘Deepening Democracy in a Fragmented World’:

Sustained poverty reduction requires equitable growth – but it also requires that poor people have political power. And the best way to achieve that in a manner consistent with human development objectives is by building strong and deep forms of democratic governance at all levels of society. (*Human Development Report 2002*:v; my emphasis)
Conclusion

Reduced to its barest essence and modestly formulated, the argument of this article is that development that meets legitimate majority needs and aspirations is more likely to take place under conditions of substantial democracy than under other forms of rule. In order to influence the development of their lives and societies, citizens need to have at least a measure of political power. This, I argue, holds in principle also when sustainable development and globalization are brought into the analysis.

Research experiences have led me to wonder what might cause persons – for instance West African village farmers – to make use of their civic rights in struggling against poverty and customary deference to authority under newly introduced constitutional democracy, beyond just putting a ballot in the box on election day. Abstractly formulated, this is the question of moving the political system from minimalist democracy in the direction of substantial democracy. Historically concrete answers will be manifold.

If citizens driven by sheer necessity dare to get together with each other in civil and political society – for instance in horizontally organized and functioning credit associations, in movements to fight female circumcision, or just opening a village school where the state is failing – thus beginning to loosen their dependence on various political and economic patrons, then deep or substantial democratization will also by definition begin to take place. Power over the use of developmental resources can begin to shift towards those who need it most. Development that meets some legitimate needs and aspirations may become possible. If national policies are affected, governments may gradually gain more strength and democratic credibility, extending even to their participation in the ‘international community’. What kinds of dynamics might cause people to act and institutions to function in such ways?

There is no way of knowing in advance if people aspiring to ‘development’, in various situations and historical contexts, will be able to empower themselves enough to influence its course by democratic means, greatly or a little – and if so, when, how and where. But it is a reasonable thought that such self-empowerment is a crucial condition for development to meet common needs and aspirations – and quite possibly, in many situations, even a necessary condition.
Notes

1. The present article is a thoroughly tightened and revised version of a paper (Rudebeck 2012, 2014) presented on 31 May 2012, as background text for an international symposium organized by DevNet (Development Research Network) at CSD (Centre for Sustainable Development), Uppsala University. Special thanks to Kjell Havnevik formerly at the Nordic Africa Institute, Uppsala, and to Yusuf Bangura, formerly at United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), Geneva, now at the University of Sierra Leone, for contributing to my work of revisiting the text. Earlier versions had been used long before in teaching and seminars in various contexts. Numerous colleagues and friends have contributed over the years. Some are mentioned in these endnotes. My gratitude to all is acknowledged. Responsibility for the outcome remains my own.

2. Examples of my work on Tunisia, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique underlying the present article are found among the titles listed in References under my name.

3. It is true, though, that not even this seemingly self-evident view remains uncontested. Sometimes the term is also used illogically to refer to the outcome of the process, rather than to the process itself. Such usages can be regarded as shorthand for ‘that which results from development’. Development in this static sense is usually defined statistically, as a level of GNP per capita, as a certain position along the UNDP index of ‘human development’ (HDI), or by some other similar measure. The only way of linking such measures to development as a process, however, is by referring to GNP growth or movement along the HDI scale, as will be analysed below.


5. GNP = the total market value of all goods produced and services provided in a given country within a given period, usually one year. Combined analogous measures can be calculated also for groups of countries (e.g. Gross World Product for all countries).

6. The HDI was first presented in 1990. It has since been refined, but still comprises the same basic indicators of wealth, health and education. See Human Development Report 2013 and preceding reports. For further recent critical discussion of the concept of growth, see, in particular, Jackson (2009).

7. Unfolding, furthermore, is probably etymologically the most literal and thus original meaning of the word development: the unfolding of inherent potential. While not over-interpreting this observation, it is nevertheless true that the original meaning of a word or a term continues most often to carry a relevant message.

8. I am grateful to Yusuf Bangura for remarking, in personal communication on an earlier draft, that ‘needs’ alone is too limited for designating that which, in the presence of possibilities, triggers structural ‘development’. Responsibility for the consistent use of the formula ‘needs and aspirations’ in this article is however mine alone.
9. In later writings, Sen sees ‘development’ more widely as the expansion of ‘substantive freedom(s)’ (Sen 1999). As far as my own argument on the normative-structural concept of development is concerned, the straightforward entitlement approach found in Sen’s 1981 work remains, however, a key point of reference.

10. Cf. the following observation by Tim Jackson (2009:147, his italics): ‘If we take for granted the implications of material commodities for social functioning, there is never any point at which we will be able to claim that enough is enough.’

11. Cf. Törnquist (2002:29): “‘Substantial democracy’ ‘only’ means that the conventional democratic rules of the game ... are both fair and applied in vital sectors of society...” In current democracy discourse, the term ‘substantive’ is more frequent than ‘substantial’. Törnquist himself (2013:2–4) now comes out in favour of using both terms: ‘substantial’ in referring to the inclusiveness of democracy, and ‘substantive’ as opposed to procedural definitions. For my own purposes, I have decided (until persuaded otherwise) to stay with ‘substantial’.

12. In this I was theoretically moved by the aforementioned works by Held and Sen. Exchange over the decades with Olle Törnquist has been a continuous key challenge. See his most recent work in a long series (2013) for an analytical and methodological summary of how to grasp the dynamics of substantial/substantive democratization, based on research in Indonesia, India and the Philippines. Mahmood Mamdani’s (1996) historical and sociological analysis of the complexity of democratization in post-colonial Africa helped me conceptualize democracy as a form of power (Rudebeck 2010:88–91).


14. See, in particular, Held’s notion of equal autonomy and his ‘principle of autonomy’ for citizens (1995:71 and 145), linked by Held himself to Amartya Sen’s notion of entitlements (cf. above).

15. Cf. Beckman and Ya’u (2012) for recent analyses of attempts to achieve such strengthening by way of popular organization in Nigeria and comparable cases in Northern Africa. Karlsson (2011) offers a vivid ethnographic study of evidently illegitimate democracy in the ‘unruly hills’ of India’s northeast. Törnquist’s most recent work on Indonesia, including the 2014 presidential election, highlights a potential for deepened democracy (2014).

16. See also UNRISD (2010), of which Bangura was the lead author, and Bangura (2011).


18. In an essay on the role of Weber in development thinking, I investigate the significance of the legitimacy concept to the democracy/development issue (Rudebeck 1994).
19. The most comprehensive investigation available on such correlations and relationships is Przeworski et al. (2000), done on data from 135 countries during the second half of the twentieth century. This, as summed up by Przeworski himself in a concise paper (2004), shows that minimalistically defined (‘electoralist’) democracy is not necessarily brought about by economic development. However, once established, ‘for whatever reasons’ in more developed or wealthy countries, it survives much more easily there than under less prosperous circumstances (2004, internet version, p. 12). Cf. the observation by Thomas Carothers (2010:24) in a recent overview of the discourse on democracy and development aid, that ‘few [development economists] share the faith common among democracy promoters that democracy advances development’.

20. Something similar appears to be true also of the relationship between (‘good’) ‘governance’ and various measures of development. The notion of ‘governance’ – and more specifically ‘good governance’ – is promoted by the World Bank and the so-called international community as a whole. Basically, it refers to levels of efficiency, rule of law, transparency and accountability in the rule of countries. Viewed strictly, even ‘good governance’ does not necessarily include democracy, although political accountability to all adult citizens would seem to bring the two close. The following prudent conclusion is arrived at by Holmberg, Rothstein and Nasiritousi (2009:157) after carefully examining a number of empirical findings on how governance/quality of government (QoG) relates to various measures of development (and to democracy): ‘We lack a solid understanding of the causality and essential elements of QoG in different political, economic and cultural settings.’

21. If development were thought to be primarily about the needs and aspirations of powerful minorities or about technocratically formulated expert goals, it would more probably be linked to non-democratic forms of politics or just management (including governance, ‘good’ or ‘bad’).

22. The firm relationship of field 4 may even cause some to confuse or confound the two concepts. To avoid this, we need to remind ourselves that development is a process, while democracy is seen here as a form of rule and a structure of power. Democratization, on the other hand, is obviously a process. Even democracy as such can be conceptualized as process(es) in the sense of democratic deliberation and decision-making. Cf. Arora-Jonsson (2012) for using that perspective in theorizing connections between gender, (environmental) development and (democratic) governance.

23. Scholte (2011) offers a clarifying review of current thinking on global democracy, structured according to the following questions (p. 2): ‘How can democracy be realised in a world, of the kind that is currently emerging, where social relations have more pronounced global aspects? Moreover, how might democracy operate in that more global world when, as now unfolds, power and resources become less concentrated in Europe and North America? And what would global democracy mean when, as already transpires, “the people” involved inhabit highly diverse cultural contexts?’ In a noted work, Rodrik (2011) certainly recognizes the reality of globalization, while turning global governance down as a serious option.
24. In 1989, in the wake of structural adjustment imposed by globalized power, the state-run school of the village of Kandjadja in northern Guinea-Bissau was closed down. Only the Koranic school remained. In 2006, the parents’ deepening frustration with this had grown to a point where they started their own school. By collecting 500 West African CFA francs (about 0.75 euro) per family and month (in 2015), the villagers were able to hire a teacher whom they also provide with food and a simple dwelling. Classes are offered in two classrooms, to nearly two hundred students divided between the first three grades of elementary school. In 2016 the school is still there. The future of such a project cannot be known. Its limits are evident. But in concrete microcosm it offers an actual example of horizontal self-organization from below by people with shared needs and aspirations, resulting in a measure of development – across vertical lines of ethnicity, gender and age (see Rudebeck 2010:87 ff, 2011:18).
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